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Implementation of a hydroelectric power project is subject to many conditions
and commitments related to environmental protection and monitoring. Within
the scope of the Eastmain-1-A/Sarcelle/Rupert hydro-power project, HydroQuébec has committed itself to carry out an ice cover monitoring program over
the course of several winters. The ice monitoring program has begun in the winter
of 2009-2010 and is still ongoing in 2014-2015. In the winter of 2013-2014, it
involved monthly surveys from November to May, and covered a broad territory
including stretches of rivers, lakes, reservoirs as well as the Rupert Bay. During
the surveys from January to April 2014, three transects were surveyed on a
monthly basis by evaluating the thickness and different layers of ice using Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) and standard manual borehole sampling. The use of
GPR to determine ice types and thicknesses along a transect required
development of different approaches in order to comply with the safety rules
required by the Health and Safety Board of Quebec (CSST) to work on ice.
Boreholes were drilled every 50 m to verify a minimum thickness of 20 cm for
the shortest transect, while a new method involving helicopter GPR towing was
developed during the study for longer transects. Implementation of the helicopter
GPR towing method allowed the team to obtain initial GPR thickness profiles in
record time to assess its safety before the crew set out on the ice cover to perform
manual sampling at specific locations of interest highlighted by GPR
measurements. GPR profiling has a number of major advantages in comparison
to borehole sampling, such as data continuity along a transect, profiling speed and
the possibility for the survey crew to avoid travel on the ice field when the GPR
is pulled by a helicopter, thus eliminating safety hazards for the crew. Some
challenges were still encountered with regard to data interpretation, such as the
accuracy of measurements with slush and the thickness of white ice layers, but
are still subject to refinement. A total of 12 GPR profiles were measured last
winter at 3 sites. Measurements with this instrument showed the presence of

substantial variations of up to 20-30 cm in the total ice cover thickness within a
few meters. The continuous profiles obtained with GPR highlighted extreme
thicknesses, local singularities, preferential channels and the extent of slush
layers below the surface.

1. Introduction and problematic
Implementation of a hydroelectric power project is subject to many conditions and commitments
related to environmental protection and monitoring. Within the scope of the Eastmain-1A/Sarcelle/Rupert hydro-power project, Hydro-Québec has committed itself to carry out an ice
cover monitoring program over the course of several winters. The ice monitoring program has
begun in the winter of 2009-2010 and is still ongoing in 2014-2015.
The ice follow-up involved monthly surveys from November to May, and covered a broad
territory including stretches of rivers, lakes, reservoirs as well as the Rupert Bay. During the
surveys from January to April, the ice fields were characterized by mapping the surfaces (open
water, slush, ice, etc.) using helicopter flyovers and the ice thickness was also documented at
specific sites. Regarding the second type of activities, three transects were surveyed on a monthly
basis by evaluating the thickness and different layers of ice using two methods. The standard
manual borehole sampling technique was used since the beginning of the monitoring program in
2010 and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) profiling was initially introduced in 2013 in order to
obtain a continuous profile by filling the blanks between boreholes with reliable data with less
time and effort than with manual boreholes.
In 2014, different approaches using GPR profiling were considered as a viable substitute to
manual sampling in order to comply with the safety rules required by the Health and Safety Board
of Quebec (CSST) to work on ice. Should the GPR be operated by a person on the ice cover, the
board guidelines stipulate that boreholes must be drilled every 50 m or less to validate the safety
of the ice cover, namely to check that the ice thickness is greater than 10-20 cm to bear the load
of a human being with basic equipment. If the transect is several kilometers long, the number of
boreholes can amount to several hundred which would require days to survey. In addition,
drilling as many boreholes is bound to reduce the load bearing capacity of the ice sheet for high
loads due to stress concentrations at singularities.
2. Methodology
The manual borehole technique consists of drilling a set of equally spaced boreholes along a
transect in order to measure the thickness of ice. A field crew consists of two people on snowshoes
dragging a sled loaded with the necessary equipment (auger, ruler, shovel and skimmer). All wore
thermal immersion suits (Mustang) and safety harnesses and were linked by a 15-m rope. Two
crews worked simultaneously on a transect so two boreholes were drilled at the same time. At each
borehole, the crew measured and recorded the thickness of the snow cover, the thickness and
position of slush if any, the thickness of white ice, the total thickness and geodesic coordinates of
each borehole. From experience, an average of 25 boreholes could be drilled and surveyed in a
single day by a team of two crews.
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) profiling was used, on one hand to make sure the transects were
safe before manual sampling by obtaining initial profiles, and on the other hand, to complete the
survey results with continuous data along the entire length of the transects.
The GPR operating principle is based on propagation of an electromagnetic wave in a conductive
environment. The wave is emitted from a point, reflects off a surface at a given distance, and then
returns to the emission point.

GPR does not measure the thickness of the medium through which the signal or wave travels, it
measures the total propagation time from the emission point (the antenna) to an interface with
another medium that reflects the wave, and the return from the interface to the antenna. Knowing
the properties of the various media (in this case snow, white ice, black ice and water), and
specifically the speeds of electromagnetic wave propagation in the media, the position of each
interface can be calculated, then the thicknesses deduced. It is, therefore, the variations in the
electrical properties from one medium to another that renders the interfaces identifiable.
The instrument itself consists of an antenna connected by a cable to a control/data acquisition box.
These two components were housed in custom-built styrofoam boxes that provide thermal
insulation for the equipment.
The entire measuring device was then mounted on a sled to be pulled at a nearly constant speed.
A lever was also connected to the antenna so that an operator could create markers in the signal by
pressing a button on the lever when passing beside the borehole location for example.
It should be emphasized that a GPS with an additional data processing card was connected to the
control box. This connection provided the geographic location of the measurement trajectory
through an RS232 protocol. The GPS used in the measurements has a differential WAAS mode,
which guarantees a precision better than +/- 2 m.
The use of GPR to determine ice thickness along a transect required development of different
approaches in order to comply with the safety rules described earlier and obtain quality data. The
two methods that were used are described below.
Method 1: GPR pulled by a crew member
This method was used in the monitoring of winter 2012-2013 with boreholes drilled every 50 m
to comply with the CSST guidelines. It was developed after observing that the full-depth sampling
borehole spread water over the ice cover and considerably altered GPR signal propagation through
the ice cover. To avoid this problem, the method stipulates that boreholes should be drilled in two
distinct phases: half the depth at first before profiling and the remaining depth after profiling.
Method 2: GPR pulled by helicopter
The second method consisted in the helicopter pulling the sled carrying the GPR (photos 1 and 2).
It was developed this year to obtain and quickly analyze a first ice cover thickness profile before
the crews set foot on the ice. In this way, the crew members using this method knew that they
could travel safely on the ice cover along the transect; the method also enabled them to target the
best places for manual sampling (like low thickness points or areas with slush layers). This method
did not exempt the crew members from following the usual safety rules when travelling on foot
(movement of a two-person crew 50 feet apart connected by a rope).
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More specifically, when pulling the GPR, the objective is to keep the sled horizontal throughout
data acquisition. It was therefore necessary to ballast the sling connecting the helicopter to the
GPR sled to develop horizontal traction. To achieve such traction, the pilots preferred to put a
ballasted sled in front of the GPR sled (photo 1) instead of attaching a weight to the sling. The
ballasted first sled was hooked to the helicopter sling and the GPR sled was attached to the
ballasted sled. Note also that the helicopter moved laterally so the pilot could always see the
ballasted sled at the end of the sling. Photos 1 and 2 illustrate the technique.
When the weather conditions are adequate, this method is suitable for all transects, especially the
longest ones. For example, a profile of the 4-km long transect at Sakami Lake KP 50 was obtained
in fifteen minutes, whereas it took three or four hours on foot to drill every 200 m and several days
for boreholes every 50 m as recommended by the CSST. After the helicopter profiling, transect
safety can be checked on the ice by manual sampling and snowmobile travel.
3. Results
Ice thickness was measured four times during winter 2013-2014, in monthly surveys from January
to April along three transects with different lengths:
- Rupert River KP 0.0 : 900 m,
- Eastmain River KP 173 at the entrance to Opinaca reservoir : 1900 m,
- Sakami Lake KP 50 : 5400 m.
Thickness was measured by standard manual sampling and by GPR profiling of the various types
of ice at the three above transects. Unlike the previous winters, the minimum thicknesses were
targeted using GPR profiling and were more representative than those of the previous winters.
These minimums changed little over the winter, indicating a certain resistance to thickening in the
preferential channels.
Implementation of the helicopter traction method allowed the team to obtain initial GPR profiles
in record time to assess its safety before the crew set out on the ice cover to perform manual
sampling. Measurements with this instrument showed the presence of substantial variations of up
to 20-30 cm in the total ice cover thickness within a few meters. Based on this winter’s experience,
the continuous profiles obtained relatively quickly with GPR highlighted singularities (maximums
and minimums), preferential channels and the extent of slush layers that could have remained
undetected between boreholes drilled at a constant spacing.
The GPR profiles yielded results that were similar to manual ice thickness sampling. Figure 1
shows a direct comparison between the measurements of the different ice layer thicknesses at KP
173 of the Eastmain River in early April 2014. For example, at 1113 m from the left bank (Figure
1), the GPR data allowed us to conclude that the thickness of the white ice layer was 14 cm and
the thickness of the dark ice layer was 65 cm (79 cm total thickness as shown in Figure 1), while
manual sampling showed that the white ice layer was actually 19 cm thick and the dark ice 68 cm
(87 cm total thickness as shown in Figure 1). However, the fit between both sets of data isn’t
always accurate for white ice and slush layers (see section 4 for more details).
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Figure 1: GPR and manual Sampling Data at KP 173 of the Eastmain River- 10-04-2014
The collected data was then processed to calculate the effective thickness that reflects the load
bearing capacity of the ice field. As proposed in the CSST guidelines, half of the thickness of white
ice was accounted for in the calculation while the full thickness of the dark ice was taken into
account. When an intermediate slush layer was present, only the thickest of the ice layers was
taken into account in the calculation, which is usually the bottom layer of ice. Figures 2, 3 and 4
show the evolution of the effective thickness profiles in the course of winter for the three transects.
These figures show overall a continuous ice of the ice cover thickness from January to April.
Figure 3 shows a somewhat slower growth pattern in March and April, which is very characteristic
of ice cover thickening from the underside. Figure 2 on the other hand, shows a marked growth
in April. This discrepancy can be explained by a surface growth of the ice cover in Figure 2, rather
than a growth at the underside, due to cycles of snow cover melting during warm spells and
refreezing.
Note that figure 4 shows the clear presence of a preferential channel in the area located between
2000 to 3000 ft from the left bank. The ice cover is a lot thinner over this area which indicates that
the ice cover experienced slower thickening during winter at the areas with higher flow velocities.
It also started to become thinner from early April which is a sign of thermal erosion as the
glaciological winter comes to an end and thawing season begins.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the Effective Thickness Profiles during Winter at KP 0 of Rupert River
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Figure 3: Evolution of the Effective Thickness Profiles during Winter at KP 173 of Eastmain River
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Figure 4: Evolution of the Effective Thickness Profiles during Winter at KP 50 of Sakami Lake
(note: dotted line is an island)
4. Challenges and limitations
Experience has shown that GPR profiling has certain limitations as to the measurements of certain
layers of ice.
Regarding white ice, GPR cannot detect a thickness smaller than 10 cm since the interface white
ice/dark ice is blurred by the stronger signal emitted by the interface of snow/white ice. In addition,
when a slush layer is encountered at the surface or close to the surface, the water content in the
slush diffuses the signal close to the slush layer, thus concealing the white ice/ dark ice interface
underneath. For the above two cases, it is quite difficult to determine the exact thickness of the
white ice layer. Based on manual sampling results, the thickness of white ice is rarely greater than
40 cm and it may also be difficult to distinguish from dark ice when slush fills the borehole.
As for slush layers, the mere presence of those layers is systematically detected by GPR profiling.
However, the exact thickness of the layer and the exact position from the surface can be a challenge
to determine. In addition, a slush layer thicker than 10 cm with a very high water content can blur
the GPR signal and prevent us from detecting the underside of the ice cover.
Since the calculation of the effective thickness takes into consideration the white ice and the dark
ice thicknesses, we can estimate the error in the computation of the effective thickness when using
GPR data. If the white ice layer is smaller than 10 cm, we may be overestimating the white ice
thickness by a maximum of 10 cm and underestimating the effective thickness by a maximum of
5 cm (only half of the white ice thickness is used in the calculation). This situation may occur for

total ice thicknesses above 20-30 cm, which represents a maximum error in the order of 20%.
However, when we are unable to detect the white ice/ dark ice interface below a slush layer, we
may oversee a maximum thickness of 40 cm of white ice and thus overestimating the effective
thickness by 20 cm. This extreme situation is only possible at the end of winter when the total ice
thickness is quite thick and in the order of 100 cm, which also gives a maximum error in the order
of 20%. Therefore, we can conclude that for those two special conditions, the maximum error in
the computation of the effective thickness is in the order of 20%.
It should be mentioned that manual sampling data collecting may also introduce errors in the
computation of the effective thickness due to several factors such as:
- Human error while carrying out visual readings in harsh working environment;
- Difficulty in visually distinguishing the white ice/dark ice interface;
- Difficulty in assessing the thicknesses of different ice layers when a borehole fills with
slush;
- Difficulty in drilling a borehole completely with an auger when debris are trapped in the
ice because the debris damage the auger blades.
The above factors are all related to human activities and are difficult to quantify. Nonetheless, we
can grossly estimate from experience that the error in the computation of the effective thickness
will not exceed 5-10% due to the above factors.
The above analysis demonstrates that manual sampling remains more accurate than GPR profiling.
However, it should be reminded that the effective thickness error from GPR data is merely a few
centimetres when the ice cover is about 30 cm thick, and 20 cm when the effective thickness is
100 cm. On the other hand, GPR profiling offers undeniable advantages such as a continuous set
of data, speed of data collection and the ability of collecting data prior to dispatching a team on
the ice field.
Depending on the objective of the surveys and the required accuracy, one may select one method
or the other or a combination of both. In addition, the cost of using the different options should
also be weighted in (ex: cost of labor time vs. helicopter time). For the technical requirements and
the resources at hand in the EM-1A/Sarcelle/Rupert monitoring program, a combination of both
GPR profiling and manual sampling at problematic locations was the best option.
Since we used a targeting approach to manual sampling, it becomes crucial to ensure that the GPR
profiles are accurately geo-referenced. However, experience has shown that significant thickness
variations can be encountered over a distance of 2-3 m while the accuracy of a handheld GPS in
WAAS mode is typically 1-2 m. Therefore, it is better to use a submetric GPS for data acquisition
and to locate afterwards manual sampling points.
Finally, the innovative work carried out with this instrument allowed us to benefit from initial GPR
profiling prior to dispatching teams on the ice cover in order to assess the safety of the ice cover.
Even if the transects are short and it is feasible to drill boreholes every 50 m as required by the
health and safety manual, a risk will still be associated to the uncertainty in the thickness of the ice
cover between two boreholes set 50 m apart. However, using a helicopter to pull a GPR at low

altitude for small transects or for transects close to urban centers is impractical and somewhat
expensive. A different towing method must be developed for such cases.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
GPR profiling in winter 2013-2014 showed that the GPR profiles yielded results that were similar
to manual ice thickness sampling. Continuous data was collected at each transect allowing us to
pinpoint key characteristics of the ice cover such as minimum thicknesses, slush layers and
preferential channels.
Implementation of the helicopter traction method allowed the team to obtain initial GPR profiles
in record time to assess its safety before the crew set out on the ice cover to perform manual
sampling. Measurements with this instrument showed the presence of substantial variations of up
to 30 cm in the total ice cover thickness within a few meters.
The comparison between both sets of data (manual sampling and GPR) showed that the manual
sampling technique is more accurate than the GPR. Depending on the objective of the surveys and
the required accuracy, one may select one method or the other or a combination of both. In
addition, the cost of using the different options should also be weighted in. However, GPR
profiling has a number of major advantages, such as data continuity along a transect, profiling
speed and the possibility for the survey crew to avoid or minimize travel on the ice field.
A combination of both GPR profiling and manual sampling at problematic locations was used for
the purposes of the EM-1A/Sarcelle/Rupert monitoring program. However, it becomes crucial to
ensure that the GPR profiles are accurately geo-referenced. Therefore, it is better to use a submetric
GPS for data acquisition and to locate afterwards manual sampling points.
Finally, the innovative work carried out with this instrument allowed us to benefit from initial GPR
profiling prior to dispatching teams on the ice cover in order to assess the safety of the ice cover.
A different towing method is currently being developed for smaller transects where the helicopter
towing method cannot be applied. It involves mechanical towing from the river banks with the
GPR sled connected to tram lines.
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